Vitamin D Supplementation and Photodynamic Therapy †
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Abstract: Vitamin D deficiency is associated with increased levels of oxidative stress. Oxidative stress is the mechanism by which light radiation (e.g., ultraviolet, UV) has a damaging effect on cells. At the same time, regardless of the data on the negative impact of light radiation and oxidative stress on carcinogenesis, both of these factors are used in the treatment of e.g., skin cancer, breast cancer etc. We wish to provide an overview of several systems that have been recently reported that employ both radiative and non-radiative chemiluminescent energy transfer for photosensitizer excitation that have been developed in the hope of achieving “dark” photodynamic therapy. This presentation reviews several of these important new developments in the design of therapeutic systems that utilize chemiluminescence. Thus, oxidative stress causes a condition in which cellular components, including DNA, proteins and lipids, are oxidized and damaged. The anti-tumor effects result from a combination of direct photodamage to tumor cells, destruction of the tumor vasculature, and activation of the immune response. In this review, we will present how Vitamin D affects oxidative stress. The effect of vitamin D administration on the markers of oxidative stress was observed in people with a high-fat diet. High fat diet, is a potent inducer of oxidative stress by altering oxygen metabolism. The topics discussed in this speech will also concern the relationship of Vitamin D with PDT-treated tissue (skin and breast) by enabling accumulation of photosynthesizers. We will present an overview of the published research to date and our own research.
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1. Introduction

Neoplastic diseases are an increasingly common cause of death. Especially in developed countries. In 2020, the number of deaths from neoplastic diseases amounted to nearly 10 million [1]. It is estimated that the number of new cases may increase by as much as 70% over the next two decades [2]. The classic methods of cancer treatment include: surgery, chemotherapy, radiotherapy and, more recently, immunotherapy. We also consider the combination of these techniques to be a classic approach to the treatment of neoplastic diseases [3]. Unfortunately, all of these techniques have serious side effects. After incomplete surgical removal, local disease recurrence may occur [4]. Radiotherapy causes damage to areas not affected by the neoplastic process and [5], while chemotherapy is associated with numerous side effects, such as alopecia or bone marrow suppression [6]. Therefore, new forms of therapy are sought which could, if not replace the described techniques, at least be used together with traditional forms of treatment. For 25 years, photodynamic therapy (PDT) has been considered one of the modern methods [7]. The main
advantage of PDT compared to standard ones is its high selectivity for cancer cells and thus minimal impact on healthy tissues.

PDT is a treatment using a combination of light-absorbing photosensitizers and dissolved oxygen to kill cancer. One specific limitation of photodynamic therapy is that the visible light used for photosensitizer excitation has a short tissue penetration depth of several millimeters. This limits the application of PDT to surface cancers in the absence of a technique to illuminate deeper tissue. Efforts to extend tissue depth to which PDT can be applied have been attempted with use of up-conversion and persistent-luminescent nanoparticles that absorb near infrared light and emit visible light for photosensitizer excitation, yet an initial excitation with an external light source is still required. More recently, systems employing chemiluminescence as an excitation energy source designed to bypass the use of external light have been developed and investigated as potential agents that could overcome the problem of achieving photodynamic therapy in deep tissue.

2. Natural Sources of Vitamin D

Vitamin D is a group of fat-soluble steroidal organic compounds whose main role in the body is to regulate the calcium and phosphate metabolism and maintain the proper structure of the skeleton. Vit. D2 (ergocalciferol) found in plants and yeast cells and D3 (cholecalciferol) from animal cells. Its main source is sea fish, fish oil and, to a much lesser extent, dairy products. It is also possible to naturally biosynthesize these compounds in human skin, but it requires long-term exposure to UV radiation. Currently, in many countries, some products are obligatorily enriched with vitamin D to prevent its deficiency [1–3]. In the EU, these are breakfast cereals and margarine, and e.g., in the USA, in addition to the previously mentioned, milk, yoghurt or even orange juice are additionally enriched. Vitamin D occurs in nature in the form of vitamin D2-ergocalciferol and D3-cholecalciferol. Ergocalciferol is found in products of plant origin, and cholecalciferol in products of animal origin, including trout. Fish oil is oil obtained from the liver of cod fish and the fatty tissue of some marine mammals. Its homeland is Norway, where it has been produced for over a thousand years. The use of fish oil has varied greatly over time. Initially, it was used for tanning leather and preserving wood—e.g., floors or walls. Later it was used in street oil lamps. The healing properties of cod liver oil were not discovered until the mid-17th century, but doctors only used it as a remedy against rickets and rheumatic diseases. Only at the end of the 19th century, the famous Norwegian pharmacist Peter Moller was the first to appreciate and describe other properties of fish oil and patent the process of its production [1–3].

One of the many sources of vitamin D is red meat, which includes, among others beef, pork, veal, lamb, and goat meat. It owes its name to the high content of myoglobin, which gives the meat its red color [4]. The composition of avocado oil includes fatty acids: monounsaturated fatty acids, omega-3 and omega-6 polyunsaturated fatty acids and vitamins: A, B, B3, D, E, H, K, Mg, Fe, P, Si, Me and squalene [5].
Figure 1. Vitamin D.

Vitamin D is produced in the skin by exposure to UVB radiation or is ingested in the diet. In the liver, vitamin D is metabolized by vitamin D 25-hydroxylase (CYP2R1 and CYP27A1) to 25(OH)D (calcidiol). 25(OH)D is further metabolized by 25(OH)D 1α-hydroxylase (CYP27B1) mainly in the proximal tubule of the kidney to 1α,25-dihydroxyvitamin D [1α,25(OH)2D, calcitriol. Calcitriol is delivered target tissues such as intestine, bone, and kidney. After being produced, the levels of both calcidiol and calcitriol are tightly regulated by 25(OH)D 24-hydroxylase (CYP24A1).

Figure 2. Generation and metabolism of Vitamin D. Vitamin D is produced in the skin by exposure to UVB radiation or is ingested in the diet. In the liver, vitamin D is metabolized by vitamin D 25-hydroxylase (CYP2R1 and CYP27A1) to 25(OH)D (calcidiol). 25(OH)D is further metabolized by 25(OH)D 1α-hydroxylase (CYP27B1) mainly in the proximal tubule of the kidney to 1α,25-dihydroxyvitamin D [1α,25(OH)2D, calcitriol. Calcitriol is delivered target tissues such as intestine, bone, and kidney. After being produced, the levels of both calcidiol and calcitriol are tightly regulated by 25(OH)D 24-hydroxylase (CYP24A1).
3. The link between Vitamin D and Oxidative Stress

Vitamin D deficiency is associated with increased levels of oxidative stress. An accumulation of oxygen reactive species (ROS) occurs during oxidative stress which is critical function within the body. In comparison thiol/disulfide (T/DS) homeostasis is the balance between thiols, which have antioxidant and anti-inflammatory properties, and their oxidized forms DS's. T's regulate intracellular redox metabolism and are the first antioxidants to be consumed in diverse biological settings when oxidants are present. T's are oxidized and form DS's bond structures. T's were found to be significantly higher in the vitamin D deficiency group when compared to the control group. Those with sufficient vitamin D levels are more likely to possess a healthy balance of antioxidant activity, while those with subpar vitamin D levels (vitamin D deficiency) are more likely to experience increased levels of oxidative stress (yet another reason to get enough vitamin D daily and throughout life. DS's can also be cut down again into T structures, which successfully restores balance [6].

The first records of attempts to treat diseases with the help of light and plant-derived ingredients come from the times of ancient civilization [7,8]. However, the beginning of PDT is considered to be the description by Hermann von Tappeiner of the photosensitivity reaction in the presence of oxygen. It was at the beginning of the 20th century. He called this reaction "photodynamic action" [9]. He noted that the presence of a light source and a dye was not sufficient to kill cells. For the phototoxicity reaction to occur, oxygen is still needed. Describing by von Tappeiner is the culmination of earlier observations. In the 1890s, Raab described the death of a slipper (paramecia) to which acridine was administered after being exposed to visible light. He described that the key element of this reaction is the transfer of light energy to the acridine red [10]. In 1900, Jean Prime made the first clinical attempt to use the effect observed by Raab in the treatment of epilepsy by administering eosin to patients [11]. The first attempt to treat cancer with PDT was an experiment by von Tappeiner and Jodlbauer. They used topically applied eosin and a light source to treat skin tumors [12]. On the basis of this experiment, von Tappeiner developed his theory about the crucial importance of oxygen. Unfortunately, despite promising results, these experiments were forgotten for decades [13]. It was not until the 1950s and 1960s that PDT became interested again. The main reason for the renewed interest in PDT was the use of porphyrin as a photosensitizer (PS) [14]. The use of porphyrin solved many problems and enabled PDT to be effective in the treatment of many neoplastic diseases, including lung, urinary and nervous system tumors [15]. The introduction of PDT to therapy, not only to clinical trials, took place in 1990, when Kennedy and colleagues published a paper in which they managed to achieve a 90% complete response rate after one dose [16]. In their work they used 5-aminolevulinic acid (5ALA) and visible light in the treatment of Basal cell carcinoma. 5ALA easily reaches tumor cells and is quickly washed out of the body, thus reducing the toxicity of the entire therapy [17]. Research is currently underway to address further PDT problems. The aim is to increase the specificity of the therapy or reduce phototoxicity. During clinical trials, PDT is combined with electroporation [18], nanoparticles are attached to PS molecules [19], or the use of PS that are excited by two photons [20]. Figure 3 showed the generation of ROS and singlet oxygen.
Figure 3. The mechanism of PDT.

4. Current PDT

Neoplastic diseases are an increasingly common cause of death. Especially in developed countries. In 2020, the number of deaths from neoplastic diseases amounted to nearly 10 million [21]. It is estimated that the number of new cases may increase by as much as 70% over the next two decades [22]. The classic methods of cancer treatment include: surgery, chemotherapy, radiotherapy and, more recently, immunotherapy. We also consider the combination of these techniques to be a classic approach to the treatment of neoplastic diseases [23]. Unfortunately, all of these techniques have serious side effects. After incomplete surgical removal, local disease recurrence may occur [24], radiotherapy
causes damage to areas not affected by the neoplastic process and [25], while chemotherapy is associated with numerous side effects, such as alopecia or bone marrow suppression [25]. Therefore, new forms of therapy are sought which could, if not replace the described techniques, at least be used together with traditional forms of treatment. For 25 years, photodynamic therapy (PDT) has been considered one of the modern methods [25]. The main advantage of PDT compared to standard ones is its high selectivity for cancer cells and thus minimal impact on healthy tissues.

5. Vitamin D and PDT

The study showed that Vitamin D enhanced the effects of PDT with the use of ALA [26]. PDT with the use of vitamin D supplementation has been used e.g., to treat actinic keratosis, basal cell carcinoma, and squamous cell carcinoma in situ [27]. Anand et al. in clinical trials with PDT, they used vitamin D to initiate cell differentiation. Treatment of lesions with vitamin D leads to increased activity of the heme synthesis pathway. As a consequence, after the administration of the photosensitizer, which was ALA, there was an increased generation of free radicals and thus a faster initiation of the apoptosis process [28]. Vitamin D is the so-called biological PDT amplifier. It enhances photodynamic cell death through alternative pathways (e.g., necrosis) [28,29].

6. Conclusions

The literature search, proof that the combination of active forms of vitamin D with PDT improves the PDT treatment efficacy and enhances the apoptosis process of neoplastic cells, initiating increased ROS production.
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